
BETTER INFRASTRUCTURE IN OUR
OWN BACK YARD — A GATHERING
PLACE IN TULSA

A Gathering Place in Tulsa, a $400 million park being developed by the George Kaiser
Family Foundation, is transforming the Arkansas River waterfront in the most spectacular
way. We’re proud to say that McElroy machines have played a key role in constructing the
underlying framework that will be so crucial to the livelihood of this sprawling, 100-acre
park where urban life meets nature.

Read More

 

MCELROY GAINS TWO NEW RENTAL

http://www.mcelroy.com/articles/gatheringplace.htm


MCELROY GAINS TWO NEW RENTAL
HOUSES FOR POLYPROPYLENE
EQUIPMENT
 

 

McElroy is pleased to announce two new rental partners for our polypropylene (PP)
equipment: Consolidated Pipe & Supply of Lawrenceville, Ga., and R&B Company of San
Jose, Calif. These channel partners are expanding their McElroy offerings and will be
stocking the complete line of PP tools including the entire Acrobat™ line, the Hornet™,
SmartFab™ 125 and Spider™ 125. They will also be offering operator training, service
and support with McElroy-trained, certified mechanics and instructors.

“This represents a great trend across the country for increased usage of polypropylene in
mechanical systems, strong interest in our expanding product offerings and a general
growing acceptance for these new piping systems,” said Brett Stone, McElroy Sales
Channel Manager.

Find a Distributor

 

 

ACROBAT™ 180 — THE IDEAL IN-DITCH TOOL

http://www.mcelroy.com/en/rental.action#locator


Need to fuse in the ditch? The Acrobat 180 is a great option if you’re fusing 63mm to
180mm (2" IPS to 6" DIPS) polyethylene pipe. It fuses the same size pipe as a Pit Bull®
26 but is lighter in weight, making it even easier to place in the ditch and carry from joint to
joint. It also offers the advantage of hydraulic power and DataLogger® compatibility.

It can also convert from 4 to 3 jaws without tools and will go even smaller by removing the
base plate to fuse pipe more easily in tight spaces — reducing excavation time.

In more confining areas, the top jaws can be removed completely for easier manipulation
around pipe and fittings. A convenient insert design allows an operator to effortlessly
change sizes to fit pipe dimensions. The heater and facer can be loaded from either the
top or the bottom of the carriage (in the 3-jaw configuration) giving the operator better
access and flexibility regardless of the joining challenge.

The versatility of the Acrobat 180 makes it ideal for pipe and fittings with a variety of
pressure ratings. It offers consistent butt fusion joints in an economical, reliable package.

FEATURES

Toolless conversion from 4 to 3 jaws for tight work spaces
Narrow jaws allowing fusions for flanges to outlet branch of test and most fittings
Removable upper jaws
Single insert design
Comes with two power options — the lighter-weight Acrobat HPU or the more
powerful DynaMc® HPU for maximum gauge pressure up to 800 PSI or 1,500 PSI,
respectively
Easy, quick connections to HPU without tools

http://www.mcelroy.com/en/fusion/26pitbull.htm
http://www.mcelroy.com/en/fusion/datalogger.htm


DataLogger® compatible
Industry-leading 5-year warranty

Learn More

 

MCELROY AT UA EVENT

McElroy is in Ann Arbor, Mich., this week to support the 64th Annual Instructor Training
Program for the United Association of Plumbers, Fitters, Welders and Service Techs.
Students took part in a socket fusion apprentice competition using McElroy’s heater irons
and cold ring tools and Aquatherm PP-R pipe. McElroy is also sponsoring a class and
judging.

 

UPCOMING TRADESHOWS
 

ICUEE 
October 3-5, 2017 
Louisville, KY 
Booth: K140

Big 5 Duba 
November 26-28, 2017 
Dubai 
Stand Z2 J127

AHR Expo 
January 24-28, 2018 
Chicago, IL 
Booth 6988

http://www.mcelroy.com/en/fusion/180acrobat.htm
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